
First of all thanking our Prime Minister for giving an opportunity to common people for joining his team for India’s 

Growth and development. 

I am submitting my vision for India’s growth 

 

These are the 5 steps that can be implemented in India for our future growth and development. 

1. Develop a committee named as CCPID 

 

Centralized Committee for Planning and Infrastructural Development (CCPID) 

The committee is headed by Prime minister of India as chairperson and also the Chief Justice of Supreme Court of India will have an 

honored position in the committee in order to avoid the hurdles of law while implementing and completing the projects, the CEO for the 

committee will be the Principle Secretary. Five ministers are also in the committee board which is suggested by Prime Minister of India. 

The chief minsters of states should have a respective seat in the committee so that they can submit their plan and vision for their state 

during their terms 

The committee should have a board 10 Industrialists consists of five reputed Industrialists from India and 5 abroad so that the committee 

can assess the practicability of that project easily and if they are interested in that project then the government can seek their help The 

committee roles are follows 

1. Submission of projects by states through chief secretary (Infra ) 

2. After receiving the project it should be approved by concerned ministries with in a time limit of 3 months. 

3. The project can be submitted to the private investors in order to know that whether they are interested or not. If yes then the project 

should be handed over to them and also give them the employees from the Human resources department of the CCUE. With basic salary 

of workers is fixed by government and 10% of the first month salary should be credited by the concerned private investors. 

4. The Completion of project for private parties will be done by ICEU 

 



Also, an infrastructural development company should be started along with this Committee so that the exploitation of man power by the foreign 

countries, and also monopolistic companies can be avoided the common man who has only physical power can be used to fulfill to build India’s 

dream to become a super power. This labour force can be easily created with the money paid to the subcontract companies for developing the 

infrastructure. Each state should have a seperate branch of company in order to full fill that states infrastructural development so that all 

infrastructures road, rails buildings and all these construction should be done only by these company so that the quality of work will be high and 

also the corruption behind the Indian beurocrsy can be avoided easily. The poor people who are struggling for their livlihood will get a relief if 

the company pays the salary and also it help the country in two ways 

 

2. Develop a company named, Indian Company for Eradicating Unemployment (I.C.E.U) 

Through the creation of this company the working of our Employment Exchange can be stopped because through this company our aim 

should be to centralize the vast Indian manpower resources under one roof, for this we should make a system to add a database for the 

details of all those who needed the job in India for example there should be categorized workmanship from labor category to engineers 

and scientists 

Likewise of Skilled Masons, Semi-Skilled Masons, Non Skilled Masons, Drivers, Doctors, Nurses, Engineers, Accountants, Carpenters, 

Welders, Supervisors like-wise A-Z employment  heads should be entered first in the database and after that the details of employment 

seekers including bio data will be added to this after that the job seekers will be guided to the proper job by the necessity   

The working of this company should be like that of supplying manpower for both public and Private Sectors and all other recruiting agencies 

should be banned in India for employment. Whenever a project starts in public or private sector the manpower should be supplied by this 

company, a minimum salary of 7500 RS/Month must be paid by the company who selected labors via bank account after deducting an amount 

of 250 for insurance and service charge twice a year. 

Along with this the company should be advance in logistics and supply with the help of private sectors especially (vehicle manufacturing 

Company’s), and all the taxi and good movement in India should be done by this by co coordinating the private transportation through hiring 

By this we can use the man power for catering and other things in Indian Railways and also the goods movement from states to states with 

the corporation of states and thus we can avoid the black market system and also the inflation can be lowered to a certain extend 

It will help to lower the corruption behind the government contract works and also the work quality will be high 



The head of the company will be the prime minister and also statewise charge will be given,to state chief,ministers and after that only these 

company can work for the state infrastructure and all other things should be abolished by law and should be strictly implemented just like that 

of forest and wild life, law 

3. Introduction of new Identity card to Indians 
The new card’s name will be Indian Union Civil Card and it will replace all the existing cards that used for a number of things 

a. It should contain the details in two languages (English on one side and the sate language on the other side). A fees of 25 Rs will be 

charged for the card by the government and the card will be most modern that means all the details of that civilian can be accessed 

by that card by Police, government machinery  which means when a person is went to the Government office for something the card 

is procured by the officer and after swiping the card the details that are needed for particular things are only showed in the screen in 

front of him for example the when a police officer swipe the card in his computer he will get the details of address and his previous 

crime history and also the passport number, vehicle details, and phone details are showed in his screenThe details in that card are   



 

 

4. Using the vast network of Post offices in a new manner along with present duties 

Our vast network of Post offices can be used for collecting the details from job seekers and can also be used for the offices of these 

company and also all the transactions of these company that of collecting the fees for enrolling and also when the people who are 

selected for job for a particular project their salary and all these can be done in these post Offices with the corporation of State Bank of 

India and also the post office can be used for a new enrolment to Civil Card and  

 

 

5. Withdraw the present Indian currencies from market and launch a new currency note into market on an 

emergency basis 

By doing this we can avoid the fake currencies in the market by introducing a new system so that the people who have preset currencies will be 

given a limited period say one month to deposit their money in a nationalized bank so that they can withdraw  the amount equal to that of their 

old money in new currencies. By using this black money in India can also be reduced to an extend as these people will force to deposit their 

money into a bank for getting new currency. And also the maximum value of paper money must be limited to a 100 Rs Note so that every 

transactions that are beyond a particular amount will be forced to do their transaction by bank as keeping a large amount of money is not 

possible if the denomination is that of 100 only. The new note which is issuing will be entirely different in color, type and size and also the paper 

should be different so that its counterfeit creation by our enemy states won’t be as easy as now. 

 

Thanks & Regards 

Sethumadhavan.G 

 


